
WTKTO12M WTKMTO12

WTKTO6MSWTKTO9M

Our metal framed storage bins offer an efficient option for your storage needs. The WTKMTO12 storage unit 
has a durable metal frame and twelve large storage bins that will hold children’s toys, books, art supplies, or 
whatever your needs are! This unit features a vibrant blue metal frame with red, blue, and yellow 16”D x 11 
1/2”W x 5”H bins. Frame stands 35 1/2”H and is 37”W x 17”D.

Other storage bins available are our WTKTO9M, WTKTO12S, WTKT012M, and WTKTO15S. The frames are 
constructed from sturdy molded plastic and contain easy-to-maintain plastic storage bins. The differences you 
will note are in the size of the bins and number of bins. 

Our unique WTKTO6MS is a 6 bin organizer with building block top surface that can be turned over for a 
smooth playing surface! Frame is constructed of sturdy molded plastic.
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WTKTO15S

Item #          Frame Dimensions       No. of Bins      Bin Dimensions         Weight    M.S.R.P.
 
WTKMTO12  35 1/2”H x 37”W x 17”D         12             5”H x 11 1/2”W x 16”D 26 lbs.     $156.00        
WTKTO6MS   26”H x 28”W x 14”D   6     5”H x 11 1/2”W x 8”D    12 lbs. $  85.00 
WTKTO9M 26”H x 28”W x 14”D   9  5”H x 11 1/2”W x 8”D  12 lbs.     $  85.00
WTKT012S 26”H x 28”W x 14”D  12             4”H x 11 1/2”W x 6 1/2”D   15 lbs.     $  85.00
WTKT012M 26"H x 35"W x 14"D  12  5"H x 11 1/2"W x 8"D  15 lbs. $  98.00
WTKTO15S 26”H x 35"W x 14"D  15  5"H x 11 1/2"W x 8"D  18 lbs. $  98.00
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WKCDM

WKCDXL

WKCDL

WKCDP

WKCDXL

Our line of high pressure laminate workstations are great for 
any computer application. The WKCDM  series has a 23”D x 
35”W work surface with additional work surface area for a 
computer mouse.  The WKCDM also features a keyboard pull-
out tray.  The steel legs are adjustable in length so that the 
work surface can be set from 18” to 22” high. Light gray work 
surface finish.

WKCDM  18”-22”H  38lbs.           M.S.R.P. - $155.00

Available for use with any Tuffyland workstation is our 
adjustable height classic wood children's chair 
WWKAC 10"-14"H 4 lbs.           M.S.R.P. - $ 33.00

For larger workstations, our WKCDL series feature a 24”D x 
36”W work surface along with a keyboard tray and a pullout 
mouse platform.  The steel legs are adjustable in length so that 
the work surface can be set from 18” to 22” high. Light gray 
work surface finish.
       M.S.R.P.
WKCDL  18”-22”H  41lbs.  $171.00
WKCDP  181⁄2”H  22lbs. $98.00

The WKCDXL series is our largest high pressure laminate worksta-
tion. It features a 43”D x 23”W work surface along with a keyboard 
tray and extra area for a computer mouse.  The steel legs are adjust-
able in length so that the work surface can be set from 18” to 22” 
high.  Light gray work surface finish.

WKCDXL 18”-22”H 48lbs.                 M.S.R.P.   $173.00

The WKCDP printer stand is the perfect accompaniment 
to the WKCDM, WKCDXL or WKCDL computer tables.  
Shelves constructed from the same quality high pressure 
laminate as the workstations, metal legs, and casters for 
mobility.
WKCDP    18 1/2"H x 17"D x 24"W  22 lbs.  
 M.S.R.P. - $98.00
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Tuffyland Super Table and Chairs
These plastic activity tables and chairs allow 1-6 children the room to create, play or dine! The stackable chair is solid one piece 
construction and there are no seams or sharp edges. Available in 8", 10", 12" and 14" seat heights (measured from floor) and six 
colors: red, blue, yellow, aqua, topaz and black. The activity tables are 28"W x 40"L and are available in three heights: 18", 20", 
22" and choice of three vibrant colors: red, blue, yellow.
Tables                        M.S.R.P-$136.00
WTKT18  18”H  22 lbs.
WTKT20  20”H  22 lbs.
WTKT22  22”H  22 lbs.
(1) Table and (6) Chairs  M.S.R.P-$268.00
WTKTC18  18”H  52 lbs.
WTKTC20  20”H  52 lbs.
WTKTC22  22”H  52 lbs.
Stackable Chairs
WTKC      M.S.R.P.
Colors   5 lbs.       $28.00
Black   5 lbs.       $22.00
Available Chair Sizes: 
WTKC8    8" from floor
WTKC10  10" from floor
WTKC12  12" from floor
WTKC14  14" from floor

Table Color Choices

Chair Color Choices

WTKTC

WTKTCSW

WTKC
Stacking
Chair

WTKC
Stacking
Chair
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Tuffyland Super Sand & Water/Activity Table
Our BEST selling table and chairs just got better! Take a look at our NEW versatile sand and water/activity table. Created from 
the same sturdy material as our popular Tuffyland Super Little Table and Chairs. Comes with (4) large bins with matching lids. 
Bins remove easily for clean up. Put the lids on and you have a smooth work surface for coloring, writing, and learning.
Bin Colors: red & yellow (2) of each per table order.
Bin Size:15"W x 13 1/2"D x 6"H.   
Table Size: 28”W x 40”L. 
Table Height Choices: 18”, 20” and 22” 
Table Color Choices: red, blue, and yellow. 
Chairs are available in (6) color choices.
See color chart above. 
Chair seat heights:  10”, 12” & 14”. 
Tables             
M.S.R.P - $200.00
WTKTSW18 18”H 22 lbs.
WTKTSW20 20”H 22 lbs.
WTKTSW22 22”H 22 lbs.
(1) Table and (6) Chairs     
M.S.R.P -$358.00
Table choice of red, blue or yellow; (2) chairs each of 
red, blue and yellow; (2) red and (2) yellow bins.
WTKTCSW18 18”H 52 lbs.
WTKTCSW20 20”H 52 lbs.
WTKTCSW22 22”H 52 lbs.
Stackable Chairs    M.S.R.P.
WTKC (Available chair sizes & colors - see Super Table & Chairs above)
Colors   5 lbs.   $28.00
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Pencils are a necessary tool in early education. Carry that thought through to include kids 
pencil furniture. All constructed of durable high pressure laminate surfaces with solid 
wood legs. The WTKPST is a 231⁄2” diameter table with a 20”H work surface.   Also 
included are two 12”H ‘pencil’ stools. The WTKPST includes two 12”H chairs and our ‘pen-
cil table’. Also available is our child size coat rack (WTKPCR). The pencil bookshelf makes 
a great organizer in a school or day-care setting and is perfect for any children’s room 
or play area.  28”H with three shelves. The easel (WTKE) measures 231⁄2” x 231⁄2” x 
45”H and features a 21” x 22” magnetic,  white marker board on one side and a full sized 
chalk board on the other side.  Wooden storage tray measures 15⁄8” depth.   The easel 
folds flat for easy storage. You can now purchase all of our great pencil style furniture 
together in a complete set! Included is a WTKPCR coat rack, a WTKSBS bookshelf, and a 
20”H pencil table and either two pencil chairs or two pencil stools WTKPCT or WTKPST.  

Furnish your entire classroom and save money while you’re at 
it! Ships UPS.
   M.S.R.P. 
WTKPCT Table and 2 chair set   28 lbs.  $120.00
WTKPST Table and 2 stool set   24 lbs.  $115.00
WTKPCR Coatrack                 5 lbs. $ 34.00
WTKSBS  Bookshelf               20 lbs.  $82.00
WTKENC Ensemble with chair    53 lbs. $229.00 
WTKENS Ensemble with stools    49 lbs. $225.00
WTKE Dry Erase/Chalkboard   25 lbs. $127.00
WTKBE Dry Erase/
 Big Book Holder        20 lbs. $115.00 

A very popular easel is our 
WTKBE, Big Books Easel. This 
easel measures 231⁄2” x 231⁄2” 
x 45”H and features a full 21” 
x 22” dry erase chalkboard and 
a wooden storage tray, measur-
ing 1 5/8" deep. Featured on the 
other side are wooden dowels, 
spaced 4 1/2" apart to hold over-
sized books and other reading 
material. Constructed from high 
pressure wood laminate with solid 
11⁄2” wooden legs.  Folds flat for 
easy storage.  
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WTKPCR

This set comes 
with (2) stools 
(WTKPST) or (2)  
chairs(WTKPCT).

WTKBE (Back)
Wooden Dowels to 
hold oversized books 
and other reading 
material.

WTKE
Chalkboard on one side, 
dry erase marker board 
on other side.Pe
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Our building block tables will give your children the 
opportunity to be creative.  The WTKR10C features a 
four color building block surface (for use with any large 
10mm style block toys).  This durable plastic table also 
features two storage drawers and a plastic cover to 
provide a smooth writing surface.  Best of all, this table 
comes complete with two children’s chairs - 10" seat 
height - to create an entire play desk set!
WTKR10C    
20”H x 28”D x 28”W       
16 lbs. M.S.R.P- $103.00

The WTKSRC is a unique children’s activity table 
featuring reversible top panels which can either be 
smooth or building block surfaced. Accommodates 
two sizes of blocks, 10mm and 5mm. Underneath the 
top panels are three storage areas.  Like our other 
play tables, the WTKSRC includes two 10”H children’s 
chairs. Ages 3 and up.                              M.S.R.P.
WTKSRC  18”H x 19”D x 19”W   9 lbs. $64.00

Our WTKS5C build-
ing block table is a 
square version of the 
larger round WTKR10C 
above. This table also 
features a four color 
building block surface 
(for use with any small 5mm style block toys). The WTKS5C 
includes a plastic cover to provide a smooth writing surface 
and two 10”H children’s chairs.
WTKS5C  18”H x 19”D x 19”W 
10 lbs.            M.S.R.P. - $64.00

My Play Center  (WTKMPC) is a multi-functional 
table and chair set that provides hours of play 
time for children.  Dual easel boards/ dry erase 
boards also function as drawing/reading supports.  
Features built in storage compartments, water and 
sand play areas and a special plastic stand alone 
drawing board.  Includes two chairs.  Table mea-
sures 24”W x 27”L x 18”H. Chairs (WTKMC) are 
14”W x14”L x16”H and may also be sold separately.  
Ages 2 - 7.
WTKMPC 24”W x 27”L x 18”H 17 lbs.  
M.S.R.P. - $116.00
Chairs (Extra)
WTKMC 14”W  x 14”L x 16”H  5 lbs.  
M.S.R.P. - $25.00

WTKSRC

WTKMPC

WTKR10C
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Also available are sets of build-
ing block toys to accompany our 
fun play tables.  These blocks are 
compatible with all major brands 
of building block toys.  PB5M are 
smaller 5mm blocks and PB10B are 
larger 10mm blocks.      M.S.R.P.
PB5M  1lb. $18.00 
PB10B 2lbs. $21.00
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WTKCNC25

Do you need locking storage and/or shelving 
for your early childhood classroom? If so, 
our versatile Tuffy shelving units fit the 
bill. Depending upon your needs and space, 
they are offered in a variety of sizes 
and configurations - with or without lock-
ing cabinets. The shelves provide display 
and activity areas. The cabinets allow for 
items to be put away and kept organized. 
The shelves are made from Tuffy injec-
tion molded thermoplastic that won't warp, 
crack, fade, chip or peel. The sturdy, lock-
able putty colored cabinets are constructed 
of STEEL. Available in a combination of red  
and blue shelves to compliment your class-
room. The perfect addition to our popular 
Tuffyland Super Tables & Chairs located 
on page 3. 

The Alona (WTKA) and Maskit (WTKM) Modular Units 
are ideal for storing books and children’s favorite toys.  
Maskit units feature three sturdy shelves that measure 
14”W x 11”L.  The Alona’s removable  storage bins are 
8”W x 12”L x 6”H.  These colorful units will make clean 
up a breeze.  Both units stand 29”H.  Easy to assemble.  
Age 3+.          M.S.R.P.
WTKM 14”W x 11”Lx 29”H 4lbs.   $27.00
WTKA 14”W x 11”Lx 29”H 5lbs.   $37.00

My Toy Center  is a sturdy, colorful plas-
tic modular organizer and storage system 
available in two different styles.  The 
multi-purpose design includes portable, 
individual, removable bins.  Shelves mea-
sure 11”W x 14”L.  Bins are 8”W x 12”L x 
6”H.   Easy to assemble unit suitable for 
kids’ rooms, family rooms and schools.  
Available with two top shelves  and four 
bins (WTKMC4), or six storage bins 
(WTKMC6).  Assembled unit dimensions 
are 27”L x 11”W x 34”H.  
Age 3+.
WTKMC4 
27”L x 11”W x 34”H 
8lbs.      M.S.R.P.   $57.00
WTKMC6 
27”L x 11”W x 34”H 
8lbs.     M.S.R.P. - $58.00

WTKCN3

WTKM

Model       Shelves    Weight     Dimensions     M.S.R.P.

WTKCN3 3 23 lbs.  69"W $ 92.00
WTKCN5 5 44 lbs. 114"W         $137.00
WTKCN7 7 62 lbs. 159"W         $206.00
WTKCNC13  3 & 1 Cab. 42 lbs.  69"W         $229.00
WTKCNC15  5 & 1 Cab. 62 lbs. 114"W         $297.00
WTKCNC17  7 & 1 Cab.     80 lbs. 159"W $366.00 

WTKCNC23  3 & 2 Cab.    75 lbs.  69"W $401.00
WTKCNC25  5 & 2 Cab.    80 lbs. 114"W $447.00
WTKCNC27  7 & 2 Cab.   100 lbs. 159"W $562.00 
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Tuffy Cubbie Workstations/Activity Desks
Our new Tuffy workstations are creating quite a stir! Made from the same 
high quality material as our sturdy Tuffy utility carts - you won't find 
anything more durable - They easily wipe clean and won't chip, crack or 
peel -guaranteed! 

These individual workstations come complete with the child's own 
storage tray that fits snugly down in the center of the work surface,  
yet can be removed to transport child's treasures if necessary. Create 
several different learning centers with these workstations.  Students can 
move freely from learning center to learning center, transporting their 
"own" bin. The trays are covered with a smooth lid that becomes the 
activity surface for coloring, writing, art projects, etc. These 
18" x 24" units can be used individually or, when purchased in quantity,  
can be placed in many different configurations. Workstations come 
in either red or blue with a matching bin and lid, and with or  
without a matching chair.
Tub size: 15"W x 13 1/2"D x 6"H. Desk heights available: 18", 20", 22".  
Chair seat heights (from floor):  10", 12" 14"
Workstation  Color       Dimensions   Weight    M.S.R.P.
WTKAD18 Red or Blue        18"H x 24"W        12 lbs.   $110.00
WTKAD20       Red or Blue       20"H x 24"W        12 lbs.   $110.00
WTKAD22       Red or Blue       22"H x 24"W        12 lbs.        $110.00
Workstation with Chair
WTKTBC18 Red or Blue        18"H x 24"W        17 lbs.    $137.00
WTKTBC20 Red or Blue        20"H x 24"W        17 lbs.    $137.00
WTKTBC22     Red or Blue        22"H x 24"W        17 lbs.    $137.00

Chair      M.S.R.P.
WTKC10"    Ages 2-3      10" from floor    5 lbs. $ 28.00 
WTKC12"    Ages 4-5      12" from floor    5 lbs. $ 28.00
WTKC14"    Ages 5+Up     14" from floor    5 lbs. $ 28.00

Black Teachers Seat 
- Black legs.

Blue or Red Teachers 
Seat -Putty legs. 
(Shown)

Black cushion on all 
models.

WTKAD

WT16SC

WTKAD - Grouping of Four
One of the many configurations you 
can create with this versatile item!
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Tuffy Teacher's Mobile Seat
Also new to the Tuffyland Children's 
Furniture line is our Tuffy Teacher's Mobile 
Seat! What a hit this one is! Made from the 
same durable injection molded thermoplastic 
as our utility carts, this is just the thing 
teachers have been looking for! Instructors 
now can be at the same height as their 
students without hurting knees! Comes with 
(4) 4" full-swivel ball bearing casters, two 
locking. Steel security cabinet opening 
measures  5 3/4"H x 17 1/4"W x 17 1/4"D. 
Comes with two keys. Putty colored legs. Top 
& bottom shelves - choose from blue, red, or 
black. Cushion - black.  
36 lbs.                            M.S.R.P.   $335.00 



Our activity desks and tables are a great 
way to give your kids the room they need to 
be creative! Our 30” diameter high pressure 
laminate table (WKAS) can comfortably seat 
from 1-4 children.  Easy to clean, smooth 
writing surface and adjustable height legs 
make this table the right choice for any 
activity room. The steel legs are adjustable 
in length so that the work surface can be set 
from 18” to 22” high.Light gray finish. 
          M.S.R.P.
WKAS    18”-22”H        30lbs.       $112.00

When individual desks are needed, our popular Tuffyland 
plastic drawing desks make a great solution.  WTKAT models 
include a pad of drawing paper (extra 25 sheet pads are also 
available). All models are 18”D x 24”W. Bright color choices 
of red or blue desk tops.
       M.S.R.P.
WTKAT18  18”H  8lbs.  $47.00
WTKAT20  20”H  8lbs.  $49.00
WTKAT22  22”H  8lbs.  $50.00
WPAD - Extra 25 sheet pads for WTKAT 
            (Set of 4)       $24.00

Our WKAM, WKAL and WKAXL series of adjustable height 
children’s activity desks also feature our easy to clean, smooth 
writing surface and several heights.  WKAM series has a 23”D 
x 35”W work surface, WKAL series has a 24”D x 36”W work 
surface and WKAXL series has a 351⁄2”D x 43”W work surface.   
The steel legs are adjustable in length so that the work surface 
can be set from 18” to 22” high.  All have a light gray finish.
     M.S.R.P.
WKAM  18”-22”H  30lbs.  $109.00
WKAL  18”-22”H   33lbs.  $109.00
WKAXL  18”-22”H  32lbs. $155.00

WKAM

WTKAT

WTKD

The WTKD is a sturdy, 
brightly colored chair/desk 
combo. Kids will love to 
color,  paint or read at their 
own personal desk. The 
writing surface lifts up for 
storage of paper, crayons or 
books. 
WTKD            11 lbs.         
  M.S.R.P. - $69.00
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WTK20E

WTMK22E

WTVMK20E

Chairs
Available for use with any Tuffyland workstation is our adjustable 
height wood children’s chair (WWKAC).  Also available is our 
plastic Tuffy stackable chairs, (WTKC) available in six vibrant 
colors.       M.S.R.P.
WWKAC 10”-14”H 4lbs.   $34.00 

WTKC8 8”H 5lbs.   $28.00 (color) $22.00 (black)
WTKC10 10”H 5lbs.   $28.00 (color) $22.00 (black)
WTKC12 12”H 5lbs.   $28.00 (color) $22.00 (black)
WTKC14 14”H 5lbs.   $28.00 (color) $22.00 (black)

When extra work space is needed, our WTVK and WTVMK workstations are 
the perfect solution. Extra large 24”D x 32”W work surfaces and 2” thick 
shelves make for an extremely sturdy and durable workstation.  WTVK has 
two shelves, WTVMK adds a 12” x 32” monitor shelf.   Also available is our 
WTKP, 14”H x 18”D x 24”W  Tuffyland printer stand.   All items are avail-
able in your choice of black or gray color.

                    M.S.R.P.
WTVK18E  18”H  43lbs.  $272.00
WTVK20E  20”H  43lbs.  $279.00
WTVK22E  22”H  44lbs.  $282.00
WTVMK18E  28”H  62lbs.  $332.00
WTVMK20E  30”H  62lbs.  $334.00
WTVMK22E  32”H  63lbs.  $336.00
WTKP 14”H  14lbs.  $93.00

Our WTK series Tuffyland workstations have 18”D x 24”W work 
surfaces while our WTMK children’s workstations add a 12”D x 
24” monitor shelf.  Both series feature work surface heights of 
22”, 20” or 18” and are available in your choice of black, gray or 
putty color.  All workstations listed below include a three outlet 
UL/CSA electrical assembly* and feature 2” swivel casters.  Also 
available is our WTKP, 14”H x 18”D x 24”W Tuffy printer stand.
      M.S.R.P.
WTK18E  18”H  16lbs.  $190.00
WTK20E  20”H  16lbs.  $193.00
WTK22E   22”H  17lbs. $196.00
WTMK18E   28”H  21lbs. $213.00
WTMK20E   30”H  21lbs.  $215.00
WTMK22E   32”H  22lbs.  $226.00
WTKP          14”H     14lbs.   $ 93.00
*Deduct $38.00 from the above costs for non-electrical models.
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WWKAC
Wood Chair

WWKAC
Wood Chair

WTKP
Printer Stand

WTKP
Printer Stand

WTKC 
Stackable Tuffy 
Plastic Chairs

WTVK18E

WTKP
Printer StandWWKAC

Wood Chair


